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Peak Well Systems proactively strives to protect human health and well-being, to provide a healthy and safe 
working environment and to ensure the highest level of protection and preservation of its assets and the 
environment. This HSE policy is applicable to Peak Well Systems business entities only, and is supplementary 
to Schlumberger Quality, Health, Safety and Environmental Policy SLB-QHSE-L001. 
 

Peak Well Systems is committed to: 
 
 The prevention of injury, ill health and environmental pollution as a result of work operations, the 

minimisation of risk and the continual improvement of management systems through audit and the 
monitoring of HSE performance.  

 The adoption of a risk management process to identify hazards, manage and control risk, and comply with 
legislation as well as our customers’ HSE requirements. 

 Always plan to execute our operations with consideration for our own employees, our customers, our 
stakeholders and the wider public. 

 

The HSE Policy requirements are to: 
 
 Prevent injuries and ill-health to people and protect the environment from pollution as a result of what we 

do. 

 Comply to legal and other requirements. 

 Define and communicate responsibility and accountability for HSE activities. 

 Provide and maintain a safe and health workplace. 

 Identify all hazards in the workplace and, where possible, pro-actively eliminate, or minimise, any potential 
source of harm to people and the environment. 

 Minimize our impact on the environment through pollution prevention, reduction of natural resource 
consumption and emissions, and the reduction and recycling of waste 

 Ensure collaboration through the consultation and participation of employees and employee 
representatives on HSE policy and management system to ensure it remains relevant and effective 

 Acknowledge and respond promptly to HSE concerns raised by our own employees, customers and all 
other stakeholders.  

 Ensure that our employees and other necessary stakeholders are provided with the necessary information, 
instruction, training and supervision to enable them to work without causing or sustaining harm. 

 Define and regularly measure, monitor and communicate HSE performance against objectives and targets. 

 Establish and maintain effective HSE management controls. 

 Continuously improve HSE performance. 
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